


Located in the Black Country, Heartlands Metal Craft are proud to be a part of the region historically famed for its iron 
foundries and steel mills. Our team of highly experienced craftsmen have worked with mild steel, cast iron, stainless steel 
and wood on countless projects and pride themselves on the quality and durability of their work.

A dedicated member of the Heartlands Metal Craft team will support you throughout the process from quote to post 
installation advice, ensuring you are fully informed of the progress of your project. We also offer a comprehensive advisory 
service and use hi-tech software to show proposed installations digitally so you can see them in situ.

Based in the heart of the Midlands, Heartlands Metal Craft specialise in the manufacture 
and installation of contemporary and traditional gates, balustrades and balconies.



At Heartlands Metal Craft, our manufactured gates go through a Hot Dip Galvanizing process* to prevent the steel from corroding, giving 
customers peace of mind that their metal craft will have a long life and be easy to maintain.

After a thorough chemical clean and rinse the coating process begins resulting in a zinc coating that is metallurgically bonded to the steel. 
This produces a hard-wearing finish that lasts for many years before the base steel is exposed. In addition to this, the gates are polyester 
powder coated to a colour of your choice.

Our quality promise is also about the service we offer our customers. We promise to be on hand every step of the way to ensure you get the 
service you deserve and an installation to be proud of.

Our Quality Promise

*galvanization does not include stainless or cast materials

Galvanizing Image courtesy of 
Joseph Ash Limited



Purchasing a set of gates for your property involves a lot of thought and consideration of price, safety, style, durability and maintenance.
We follow a 4 STEP PROCESS to ensure you feel confident at every stage that your requirements are being met:

1/ Site Survey – Initial interest and requirements are sent to our friendly office team, who then request additional information 
be sent for quotation or arrange a site visit. Site surveys are sometimes required to ensure we can provide a detailed and accurate 
quotation based on your requests and the size, area and style of property.

2/ Quotation – a detailed quotation will be provided for you from a member of our dedicated quotation team that will list all 
elements of manufacturing and suggested automation products, where required. We can also supply you with an image to show the 
proposed gates in situ using the latest in 3D drawing equipment.



3/ Sales Confirmation  – Once you have decided which options you would like to go with, we will supply you with 
production drawings for approval. Our dedicated sales team will supply you with a sales confirmation document and agree a 
mutually suitable time for the installation to commence. The manufacturing department will be fully briefed on your requirements 
and work will be scheduled in and overseen by the contracts manager.

4/ Installation – The Heartlands Metal Craft installation team can install your gates and automation or we can supply the 
products for your own contact to install. A handover pack will be provided with details of care and maintenance of your gates 
and all necessary safety checks that have been carried out. For properties outside of our installation area, we can supply details of 
recommended gate installation companies.



A tough, malleable form of iron suitable for forging or rolling, rather than casting.

Wrought iron or mild steel gates are available in standard and bespoke styles.
Our range of driveway gates can be automated for ease of use.
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Our gates come with a range of options, from colour 
choice to automation solutions. Please see key below:

GATE LEAF OPTIONS

SWING GATES – available as single or double leaves that 
open inward or outward. Space to fully open the gates 
without obstruction needs to be considered, as does the 
level of the floor that the gates travel over.
 
SLIDING GATES – These come in two types:

TRACKED GATE – Quality double bearing wheels are 
recessed into the gate frame (keeping the gap on the 
underside of the gate to a minimum), that then ride 
securely on a track across the driveway opening.

CANTILEVER GATE – supported by a counter balance as it 
opens and closes, no ground track system is required as the 
gate glides on two sets of hidden support rollers mounted 
into a concrete foundation. More space is required to slide 
into than a tracked gate.



The simplicity and classic design of the Wedgwood with decorative finials offers 
understated elegance.



Similar in design to the simple classic look of the Wedgwood, the addition of a central 
arch and fleur-de-lis finials makes this
a popular choice.



The spearhead rail finish and central arch of The Darwin is a strong and classic 
design option.



A thicker railing design with scrolled ring detail to the gate panels makes The 
Osbourne a striking statement piece.



*image shows edge hammered finish

The circular panel and central arch of The Hancock offers a prominent and 
stylish option.



If you are looking for something truly original and unique, we can offer beautiful and functional designs to fit your brief.
We will discuss your requirements in detail to ensure we fully understand your needs and will work closely with you on the 
design and installation of your piece.

Our mix of highly skilled craftsmen using traditional applications, coupled with our state of the art 3D imaging means you 
will have the opportunity to see what your design will look like in situ, prior to manufacture. The option to add special 
touches with a name or logo design can also be incorporated.



By automating your gates you can have added security and ease of use when entering or exiting your property. Operated by remote control, 
keypad or mobile phone, there are a number of options available to suit your requirements. We offer an extensive range of gate automation 
from swing, tracked and cantilever as well as the latest accessories and add-on items to complete your installation.

For maximum safety, we also install safety edges, photocells and underground sensors to meet the latest safety regulations.

Automating your gate can add significant value to your property, whilst giving an impressive entrance to your home.



Our range of wrought iron balconies, balustrades and staircases can transform your home. From classic to contemporary, 
our skilled craftsmen can make a statement for any property. 
 
We manufacture our products using a vast collection of smooth, fluted, hammered and textured balustrade and railing bars, 
available in many classic and contemporary designs. 

Our walk-on and Juliette balconies can be tailor made to suit your requirements. Available in many sizes, shapes and styles, 
our walk-on balconies are suitable for residential and commercial properties.

Balconies, Balustrades & Staircases



Access control systems offer home owners peace of mind and security. We have a wide range of access control options, from 
state of the art technologies to standard keypads and remote controls.

Access your property without leaving the comfort of your car and control who enters your home and when. Give trusted 
friends and family access at certain times. We will discuss your access control needs and recommend the best systems for 
your gates.

Access Control
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